Restriction endonuclease fingerprinting enhanced conformation sensitive gel electrophoresis (REF-CSGE) in the analysis of BRCA1 exon 11 mutations in a high-risk breast cancer cohort.
Efficient genetic analysis of large exonic regions containing heterozygous mutations and common polymorphisms can be difficult. We have analyzed 30 patients for inherited susceptibility mutations (ISM) within exon 11 of the BRCA1 gene as part of an ongoing genetic epidemiological study of high-risk breast cancer (HRBC). A novel combination of restriction endonuclease fingerprinting (REF) and conformation sensitive gel electrophoresis (CSGE) was developed for rapid and efficient screening of mutations. This method (REF-CSGE) was compared side-by-side with standard CSGE and evaluated for both efficiency and sensitivity of detection. REF-CSGE detected 100% of the alterations found by CSGE. However, one variant was only detectable by REF-CSGE. All samples with variant bands were sequenced to confirm the nature of the alteration. In total, two small deletions (frameshifts) and 62 point mutations (60 known polymorphisms and two variants of unknown significance) were found in our cohort. The majority of the exon 11 polymorphisms detected are inherited as a linked haplotype. Point mutations that comprise these haplotypes could be simultaneously detected on a single gel by REF-CSGE, thereby decreasing the number of sequencing reactions necessary to elucidate heteroduplex patterns seen on CSGE gels. An analysis of the overall efficiency of both techniques revealed that REF-CSGE required 67% fewer confirmatory sequencing reactions, resulting in savings in both reagents and technician time.